Introduction and summary. From the naive viewpoint of a nonprobabilist, the remarkable fact about the central limit theorem is that (under suitable conditions) the average of a large number of random variables converges (in a suitable sense) to a limit which is independent of the things being averaged, but is completely determined by the averaging process itself.
Introduction and summary. From the naive viewpoint of a nonprobabilist, the remarkable fact about the central limit theorem is that (under suitable conditions) the average of a large number of random variables converges (in a suitable sense) to a limit which is independent of the things being averaged, but is completely determined by the averaging process itself.
In the present paper, this situation is abstracted from its connection with probability. As we shall see, the restriction to positive functionals which characterizes probability is in no way necessary for validity of the limit theorems. Moreover, we are able to dispense completely with measure theory, in both definitions and proofs. In a purely algebraic and function-space context, we find a whole sequence of averaging processes, each with its own limit function; the first two of them generalize the weak law of large numbers and the central limit theorem.
We prove convergence in three different senses, under three different sets of assumptions: first convergence of moments, then uniform convergence of characteristic functions, and finally weak convergence of distribution functions. Our first theorem is purely combinatorial; our next, essentially a calculus theorem; in our third we use function-space techniques borrowed from the modern theory of partial differential equations. By doing so, we obtain rather refined and precise results on the strongest norm in which we can assert convergence. In this respect our results may be of interest even in the classical probabilistic cases. In particular (see Corollary 2 below) we show that if a very mild extra regularity condition is imposed on the summands in the classical central limit theorem, then not only do the partial sums converge in law to the Gaussian, but every derivative of the c.d.f. of the partial sum exists and converges to the corresponding derivative of the Gaussian. Theorem 3 possesses an interpretation in terms of electrical engineering, which is given in the Remark following Corollary 2. It also has a surprising application to numerical analysis, which is described in the Postscript.
We begin with an abstract algebra A over the real numbers, equipped with a linear functional J?. (If a e A were a random variable, f£(ak) would be its Ath we define an a-order average, SN¡a(an) = N~llc' 2n=i on.
Under natural hypotheses on the an, we find in Theorem 1 that as N -> oo the Ath moment of the average, ¿¡f(SNM)k, converges to a limit ca¡k which is independent of the <a">.
With each a e A we next associate a characteristic "function," the formal power series x(o; 0 = 2 y(ak)(it)k/k\. If the f?(a,k) do not grow too wildly, y exists in some interval as a genuine function. In that case, we find that x(Sn.«\ 0 converges uniformly to the limit
For all a not a multiple of 4, Xa is the Fourier transform of a function ¿Va(x). Jf2(x) is of course the Gaussian normal density function, as required by the central limit theorem; Jfx(x) is a Dirac delta function, as required by the weak law of large numbers. ¿V3(x) turns out to be the Airy function of classical geometrical optics. For ct = 4, 8, etc., Xa does not have a Fourier transform even in the sense of Schwartz distributions.
In order to go from convergence of x(Sn,«', t) to convergence of their Fourier transforms Ar"(SN,a; x), we introduce the Sobolev-Schwartz-Lax spaces Gr and then obtain weak convergence in Gr of convolution products of generalized functions (Schwartz distributions) for all a not a multiple of 4. These spaces, though now standard tools in partial differential equations, do not seem to have been applied to the central limit problem-perhaps because they lack the property of closure under convolution that makes Lx such a convenient space for probabilists.
On the other hand, with their use we can state and prove a single theorem that encompasses both stronger and weaker kinds of convergence than are taken into account by the standard methods in probability theory. Then, under appropriate conditions, Sobolev's lemma leads easily to conclusions about pointwise convergence, uniform convergence or convergence of measures.
If the Af(SN,a; x) are distributional derivatives of measures then the rth order indefinite integral of ¿V(SN¡a; x) converges pointwise to a corresponding integral of ¿Va(x). In particular, if r=l, the Jf(an; x) are signed measures of total mass 1. If they should happen to be positive measures (which is possible only for a = 1 or 2) we are back to the usual forms of the classical limit theorems of probability theory.
To make the analogy complete, we conclude by defining Jf(SN,a;x) directly from the ./Ffa,, ; x), so that our final convergence theorem is proved without assuming existence of moments higher than the ath. Thus our last step is to discard the algebra A with which we started.
The striking exceptional character of the case when a is a multiple of 4 seems to demand some intuitive clarification. To my mind this is the most intriguing of the many open questions suggested by these results.
Convergence of moments. Let there be given a real algebra A with identity, on which is defined a linear functional ü?. A is not necessarily commutative. Elements of A will be written an. We imbed the real numbers as a subset of A by regarding 1 as the multiplicative identity in A. We set a°= 1 for all a, and assume ¿f(\)= 1.
Motivated by the notion of independent, standardized random variables, we introduce, for sequences <«"> from A and for every positive integer a, the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis I. =Sf Remark. If the an are random variables all of whose moments are finite, the first statement in Hypothesis 1 amounts to requiring that all powers of an and am are uncorrelated; this is a slightly weaker hypothesis than independence. The second statement, for a = 2, is the usual normalization that sets the mean at 0 and the variance at 1. Hypothesis II is the simplest possible "uniformity" condition; it could be weakened, but in view of Theorems 2 and 3 below, we have not considered it worthwhile to strain for maximum generality here.
It is evident that a sequence satisfying Hypothesis I cannot include any real multiple of the identity element 1.
Before proceeding further it may be desirable to give a concrete example of an algebra A containing a sequence <a"> satisfying Hypotheses I and II.
For this purpose, let y(/) be a C° function with compact support, such that y(0)= 1, x<,rt(0) = 0 for ISkScc-l, x(a)(0) = z'K. Let & stand for the Fourier transform and let Jf(x) = SF-^x} = ±r exp (-ixt)x(t) dt.
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Since Jf dies out at oo faster than any power, we can take A to be the algebra of continuous functions/(x1;..., xr) of an arbitrary (finite) number of real variables x", having at most polynomial growth at oo, with &(f) = \f(xi, ■ ■ .,xr)Jf(xi)-V(xr) dxx---dxr.
Then the sequence of coordinate functions </" = x"> satisfies Hypotheses I and II, since, for all k, x{k)(0) = (i)k J!OT xkJr(x) dx. Proof. The result is trivial for /=A = 0; suppose then that Aä 1. Now, (sN, tty = n-** 2am---<V where the summation is over all ordered sets of A subscripts nx ■ ■ ■ nk between 1 and N. By Hypothesis I, applying f£ allows us to permute factors in each product, and then to discard any product in which any factor is repeated fewer than a times.
Of the remaining terms in the sum, we distinguish those in which every factor is taken to exactly the a power. In such a term there obviously must be exactly l=k/a distinct factors. We call these the "leading terms." The number of leading terms is just equal to (number of distinguishable permutations of a set of A objects of / kinds, with exactly a of each kind) times (number of ways of choosing / objects from a set of N objects). That is, it is zero unless a divides A ; if A = a/, it is
Now, f£ applied to each leading term yields 1 ; so, observing that the number of leading terms is a polynomial in N of degree l=k/a, we see that A'
lim (N~klcc-.S?(sum of leading terms)) = ,',,,
if A is a multiple of a, and zero otherwise. Let us call those terms in S^ttt still unaccounted for, "the remainder." These terms are products, where every factor is taken at least to the a power, and one or more of them is taken to a power greater than a; thus we see that any such term has fewer than A/a distinct factors. By Hypothesis II, f£ applied to any such term is not greater in absolute value than maxr<(£ \M(r)\k, an estimate independent of N. Moreover, the number of such terms is expressed as the sum of certain combinatorial coefficients that do not depend on N times the number of ways of choosing from N objects a subset of fewer than A/a. Thus the number of such terms is a polynomial in N of degree less than A/a, and so, dividing by Nkla, using our estimate for =Sf applied to each term, and letting N -> oo, we see that in the limit f£ applied to the remainder vanishes, and the proof is complete.
Before going on, we should confess that Theorem 1 is not really needed in the sequel. The reason is that here, as in the standard theory, the method of characteristic functions turns out to be simpler and neater than the method of moments. It might nevertheless be interesting to see if a proof of Theorem 3 below could indeed be based on Theorem 1 instead of on Theorem 2.
Convergence of characteristic functions.
Next we define a "characteristic function" x(a; t) for each a e A, and a limiting characteristic function x«(0 for each a:
x(a; 0=2 W) ^f ; xÁt) = 2 C«. Tí"-
x(a; t) is merely a formal power series, which need not converge for any /#0; on the other hand,
Proof.
Our formal power series x(a; 0 satisfy some familiar identities; we have x(ra; t) = 2 ^Mfc ^f = 2 W) ^^T = x(a; r°'
The obvious thing to prove now is that x(Sn,«'> 0 converges to Xa as N-> oo. To do this, however, we need the existence of xOSaz,«; 0 in some interval. So we add Hypothesis III. There exists a positive number M such that |j2?(a£)| S (nllaMfk\ for all k > a and n > 0. , provided that the error terms x<a + 1)(fln; 6ntN~lla) are bounded, for large N, uniformly with respect to n and t. Now, since \6n\ g 1, this expression is uniformly close to x'a + 1)(an:, 0) = ia + 1JZ'(crl + 1) for N large and t bounded. An appeal to Hypothesis II, which we evidently now need only for the case A = a+ 1, completes the proof. In case Hypothesis III holds true for arbitrary M, the convergence is uniform in any compact set.
In Theorem 2a we have used moments higher than the (a+ l)th only in order to establish the existence of Xn ¡n some interval. If we assume Xn(t) exists, we can prove a sharper theorem, which does not require that x have an (a+ l)th derivative: Theorem 2b. Let Xn(') be a sequence of functions defined and having a equicontinuous derivatives in a (1 jMnlla Discerning readers will recognize that for a = 2 these proofs are virtually the standard Liapounoff approach to the central limit theorem; see, e.g., [4] . Equicontinuity of Xn'1 near ?=0 is our version of the Lindeberg condition. It remains to convert uniform convergence of y into weak convergence of its inverse Fourier transform.
Convergence of distributions. The subtitle is ambiguous; the word "distribution" nowadays means one thing to an analyst and another to a probabilist. But while the objects constructed in this section are Schwartz distributions, they also generalize the notion of probability distributions, so the term is appropriate in whichever sense it is understood. (To avoid confusion, in the following we will refer to Schwartz distributions as generalized functions or functionals, and to probability distributions as c.d.f.'s.)
In probability theory the objects of principal interest are not the moments or the characteristic functions y(0 but measures zzz(x) of which the y are Fourier transforms. One proves uniform convergence of pointwise products of y"(0 in order to obtain weak convergence of convolution products of zzz" (or of their canonical representatives, the c.d.f.'s Fn(x) = zzzn(-co, x]).
Our principal question is, to what extent can the classical limit theorems of probability be generalized from positive measures to more general functionals, and from a=l, 2 to a^3? With this in mind, we now focus our attention on a class of linear functionals which are much more general than measures, but on which the operations of convolution (-H-) and Fourier transformation (¡F) are well defined. The characteristic functions of probability theory satisfy |x(OI = •• So far we have had to make assumptions about our y(z) only near t = 0. Suppose we add the mild hypothesis that near oo they are smaller than K\t\r for some r and some positive K. If r is negative, we are assuming more than in the classical case, and we will obtain correspondingly stronger conclusions. If r is positive, we are assuming less; we will still get a convergence theorem, in a suitably weakened sense. In fact, for a not a multiple of 4, we will obtain convergence theorems for convolution products which in the cases a= 1 and 2 generalize the weak law of large numbers and the central limit theorem.
First we must introduce some facts from Fourier analysis. (A good general reference for this material is Yosida [10], the first two chapters of Hörmander [7] , or Bers and Schechter [11] , pp. 167-168.) We write/(0 for the Fourier transform of/(x), /= j" exp (ixt)fidx. For any real number r we define Gr as the completion in the || ||r-norm of the space of smooth functions/such that \[(\ + \t\yf(t)]2di= il/!2 is finite.
Gr is a Hubert space. G0 is just F2. We write (•, )r for the inner product in Gr. If/ is bounded, feGr for r< -1/2. Gr and G_r are dual Hubert spaces, in the sense that to each bounded linear functional / on Gr corresponds an element v in G_r, as follows: l(u) = (v, u)0 for all u in Gr. The correspondence /<-> v is biunique, and ||iz||_r=||/||o.
If aá¿, then Gb<=Ga, and/n^/in Gb implies/, ->/ in Ga.
If z-is a positive integer, ||/"||r -> 0 iff </n> and its derivatives of order up to r go to zero in L2.
We say/" ^/weakly in G_r if, for every g in Gr, (fn, g) -> (/ g), i.e., ¡fng dt -> \figdt. For weak convergence, aSb and /"-»-/ in G_0 implies /" -*/in G_". We define convolution for functionals in Gr by the formula ^(f* g)=fi-g. We define similarity transformations with a real parameter c by the formula (f(cx),g(x)) = (f(x),g(x/c))/c or, equivalents, by &\f(cx)\ =f(t/c)/c.
If/is of class Cc near r=0, we define the Ath moment pk of/as (-i)kf(k)(0). Needless to say, if/(ex), &\f\,f* g, or J xy(x) i/x exist in the classical sense, these definitions are equivalent to the classical ones.
Our goal is to prove that certain convolution products of functionals converge weakly in Gr to a limit Jfa which is the Fourier transform of x«(0 = exp ((it)a/al). For this purpose we need Since the proof of Theorem 4 requires a detour from the main thread of our argument, we postpone it to the end of this paper. Here we content ourselves with four remarks : Remark 1. Jfx = 8(x-l), Dirac's delta function with mass concentrated at x= 1, since^i
Remark 2. Since our numbers ^(a^f could in particular be moments of a sequence of probability distributions satisfying Markov's condition, it follows from the classical weak law of large numbers what Jfx must be. For similar reasons, now referring to the central limit theorem, Jr2 is, and has to be, the Gaussian normal density function.
Remark 3. Jf3 comes as a surprise; it equals ¿I" exp (-itx-ij\ dt = ^r cos (tx+j\ dt = i/2Ai(x^/2), where Ai(x) = (l/-rr) J™ cos (xt+t3/3) dt is the well-known Airy's integral of geometrical optics. Ai(x) is expressible in terms of a pair of Bessel functions of order 1/3 (see [9] ). It is interesting to note that A^a+1 satisfies the simple differential equation (dldx)a^Va+x + (a\)xJra+1=0. For a = 2 this is "Airy's equation." It is shown in [9] that Ai(x) is positive for x>0, but changes sign infinitely often for .Y<0, so, in particular, it is not a probability density. This is no accident, since Remark 4. For a 2:3 Jftt is not a probability density. If it were, it would have mean zero and variance zero. This is possible only for the Dirac density with unit mass at the origin, and then all higher moments must be 0, not ca¡k.
With all this preparation out of the way, we are now almost ready to state our theorem. We suppose given a sequence Jfn of tempered distributions (each Jfn is in some 6>). We define the sequence of convolution products WN = 4 A^'-VF^/V1'«*). Proof. Note first of all that since x« is bounded for a^O mod 4, Jfa is in G_r for r> 1/2, and since xa for a = 2 mod 4 vanishes at \t | =oo faster than any negative power, ^F4p + 2 is in G_r for any real r. Now, we must prove that for any/g Gr, (WN,f) -> (yFa,/). It is well known that a real sequence approaches a limit/, if from every subsequence of the given sequence can be chosen a sub-subsequence converging to L. Suppose then that we confront an arbitrary subsequence of WN. Since the WN are uniformly bounded in G_r, the weak compactness of the unit sphere in a Banach space implies that we can find a sub-sequence WNk which converges weakly to something in G_r, say to //.
What we must prove is that H=Jfa. Now (WNk,f) = 2Tr J" WNkfdt, so we have 2njrV-HJ-+(H,f) = 2nJHf which means that [xNt(l + kl)~r] converges weakly in L2 to H(l + \t\)~r. At the same time, by Hypothesis IV and Theorem 2, we know that the sequence WN, and so also the subsequence WNk, converges uniformly on bounded sets to XaBut from this it is immediate that H=xa, and therefore H=.Afa. Q.E.D.
This proof is a simple adaptation of the standard one in probability theory; we have merely replaced the Helly selection principle with the weak compactness of the unit sphere in Banach space (Alaoglu's theorem).
Notice that the equicontinuity condition in Hypothesis IV is automatically fulfilled in the important special case when the Jfn are all the same (the "identically distributed" case).
Unlike the usual statements of the limit theorems of probability, Hypothesis V explicitly restricts the partial products WN, not merely the factors Jfn. We could remove this blemish by requiring the Jfn to belong to a convolution algebra-for example, to Lx, as is customary in probability theory. (See Corollaries 1 and 2 below.) But we prefer to make it clear that the conclusion actually holds good in greater generality. Some of the factors can be very singular if there are enough smooth ones to counteract them. Moreover, it now becomes evident that the better-behaved are the factors Jfn, the stronger is the norm in which we can assert convergence.
In case the functions being convolved are in C for some A"^0, we might ask what conclusions can be drawn about convergence in Ck. A similar question could be asked about functionals on Ck; for A: = 0 these are signed measures.
By the one-dimensional special case of Sobolov's lemma (Theorem 2.2.7, [7] ; Lemma 3, p. 167, [11] ) functions in Gr have continuous derivatives of order up to s if r -s> 1/2, and convergence in Gr ("convergence in norm") implies uniform convergence of derivatives of order up to s ("convergence in the Cs topology").
From this we see that a linear functional continuous in the Cs topology is necessarily continuous on Gr if r -s> 1/2. This means that C'" the dual of Cs, is embedded in G_r, the dual of Gr, if r -s> 1/2. In particular, C0, the space of signed measures, is in G_r for r> 1/2.
If a sequence of measures converges to a measure in the sense of weak convergence in G_r, r> 1/2, then it converges in the weak* topology of C0. This is merely a restatement of the well known and often used fact that a measure is determined by its action on smooth (say, C2) functions.
By the same token, if/"->-/ weakly in G_r and/, and/are in C's, then fn->f in the weak* topology of C's. For 5 = 0, this would be equivalent, for finite positive measures, to convergence of cumulative distribution functions at continuity points of the limit c.d.f. ("convergence in law").
We now define CS(K) to mean the subspace of Cs with support in K<^RX. For s a positive integer and compact K, weak* convergence in C'S(K) is weak convergence of sth order distributional derivatives of measures.
Just as the c.d.f. of probability is an indefinite integral of a measure, we can introduce a generalized c.d.f. as the 5-fold iterated indefinite integral of our element of C's. In probability theory the lower limit of integration is taken at -co; since we need not have finite absolute mass in our general case, we take the fixed limit of integration at a finite point, say the origin. Then weak convergence in G_r implies pointwise convergence of the generalized c.d.f. for r> s+1/2.
It follows immediately from Sobolev's lemma that if r> s + 1/2, weak convergence in Gr implies weak convergence in Cs.
Weak convergence in C0 implies pointwise (not uniform) convergence, since the delta function in particular is in the dual of C0. Thus weak convergence in Gr for r>\/2 implies pointwise-convergence; weak convergence in Gr for r>n+1/2 implies pointwise convergence of all derivatives up to the zzth.
Thus we have the easy 
and since C2 is dense in C0, the corollary is proved. This means that our result is the right one in the probabilistic case. For a= 1, Corollary 1 is just Khinchin's theorem-i.e., the weak law of large numbers, but without assuming finite variance.
If a = 2mod4, we can state more refined results under suitable hypotheses. For example, the following is apparently a new result: Corollary 2. If the Jfn are probability densities of independent random variables with px = 0, p-2=l, and x"n equicontinuous near t = 0, and if for some e>0 all but a finite number of the ^Vn belong to Ge and satisfy \\^Vn\\e-¿M for some fixed M, then for any positive integer A the kth derivative of the partial product WN converges as N -> oo to the kth derivative of Jf2 = (l/2-n) exp ( -x2/2), uniformly on compact sets.
Proof. Now the Xn are not only bounded by 1 but also decay at | /1 = oo faster than \t\'e. Therefore WN, the partial product, is less than 1 and decays at oo faster than \t\~Ne+K, where K estimates the rate of growth of the product of the finite number of Xn which may not be in G£. Thus for A' large enough IF,, is in Gr for arbitrary r. Moreover, max \xn\ Ú 1 implies ||^*^n||r = l!(l + M)rXNXjL2 ¿ 1(1 + I'D'XtflU = Mr so that once we are far enough out in the sequence of partial products we are not only in Gr but we stay on a bounded set in Gr.
The conclusion now follows from Theorem 3 and Sobolev's lemma. Remark. Theorem 3 has a physical interpretation which has nothing to do with probability. In the theory of "linear systems" in electrical engineering, one uses the "impulse-response" function of a system. If this function is called G, then to any input/corresponds the output G */. G is the Fourier transform of the "transfer function." Now suppose that A linear subsystems are connected in series (in cascade) to constitute a single large system. Both inputs and outputs are defined for all -oo<z<oo, not just />0. Suppose also that, for some given positive integer a not a multiple of 4, each subsystem satisfies a+ 1 normalizing conditions prescribing the output values at / = 0 for the inputs tk, OSkSa. Then Theorem 3 says the following: if A is sufficiently large, and if a suitable change in time scale depending on A is made in each subsystem, then, independently of any further properties of the subsystems, the system as a whole will behave like that special linear system specified by the transfer function exp [(/?)"/«!]• Existence and regularity of Jfa. We still have to prove Theorem 4. Before proving Jfa entire for a^0mod4 and +1, we mention that if a is a multiple of 4, Jfa can be defined as a functional on the space of functions whose Fourier transforms decay more rapidly than exp (-t"). (See [5] for the theory of such functionals.)
On the other hand, it is obvious that if a = 2 mod 4, then x<* = X4p + 2 will have a genuine classical inverse Fourier transform Jrip + 2-Since x4P + 2 is infinitely differentiable, Jrip + 2 dies out at oo faster than |x| ~r for any r; since j exp (-;7x)x4p + 2(0 dt = J exp i-itx-^ +2)\j dt converges uniformly for x in any bounded region of the complex plane, Jrip + 2 is an entire function. It is less obvious what happens when a is odd. Suppose then that a is odd and ä 3. To see that the integral for Jfa converges, we note that
is the sum of an alternating series. The terms are the areas under the arches of a cosine curve whose frequency grows, and whose wavelength goes monotonically to zero, as r ^ oo. Since the amplitude is 1 for all t, Leibnitz's test for alternating series tells us the integral converges.
On the other hand, it is also clear that x« is not integrable in the Lebesgue sense, for each arch, being convex, has area greater than that of the inscribed triangle, ABC, where the vertices A, B are at two adjacent zeros of x, and the vertex C is at the maximum (or minimum) of x in A <t<B. Since each triangle has height 1, the sum of the absolute values of their areas is clearly 1/2 the length of the positive real axis, so C oo |cos itx±ta/al)\ dt ^ 00/2 = oo.
So far, we know only that Afa(x) exists, for all real x. It is not in Lx or L2, since Xa neither vanishes at oo nor belongs to L2. To see that Jia is entire, we change the path of integration from the real /-axis to a pair of rays ^ _ and 01+. If a=4p -1, 3t, is arg/ = 7r + 7r/2(4/?-l) and 0t + is arg t= -n/2(4p-1). If a=4p + l, 3t. is argt = TT-Tr/2(4p+l) and 8ft + is arg í = 7r/2(4p + l). (For a = 3, this is 'Stokes transformation.') The rays 3ft _ and 3ft + are so defined that as we go along an arc of fixed modulus p from the positive real axis to 3ft + or from the negative real axis to ^_, Re (it)" decreases monotonically from 0 to -p".
Integrating from -oo to oo along {^_ u 31+}, we have a uniformly and absolutely convergent integral for any bounded complex x, so Theorem 4 is proved once we justify the change in path of integration. To do this, it is enough to show that the integral along a circular arc T of radius p between the real axis and the ray 01 + (or 3ft _) vanishes as p-^co. (Note that Jordan's lemma does zzoi apply, Watson [9] to the contrary notwithstanding!) Break up Y into two parts, Tx with Oá|0|^l/p3'2, F2with l/P3/2á|0|^argof^+ orá?_. The integral over Fx clearly goes to zero, since on Fx the absolute value of the integrand is less than 1, and the arc-length less than p-l/p3l2=l/Vp. Over T2, the arc length is less than p, and the integrand is less in absolute value than exp |x|p-rA max Re (ieie)a ■ I a! Since 0c ± were so defined that on Y Re (zei9)a decreases from 0 monotonically as |0| or |tt-0| increases, on T2 Re (z'ei9)a is negative, and |Re(zeie)a| = |Imeia9| á |Im eia">3l2\, which is asymptotic for large p to cc/p312. Thus the integrand over T2 is less than exp[|x|,>-0>72«!)(a/p3'2)] for p sufficiently large. Since a 3:3, we see that for any fixed complex x this is less than exp ( -p/2a !) for large enough p, and so, even when multiplied by an arc length of order p, it vanishes as p -> oo. End of proof.
We can obtain the power series expansion of Afa'x) by expanding exp (-ixt) = 2 i -ixt)n/n\ under the integral sign and integrating term by term. After making the change of variable t' = t"/a\, the coefficients are obtained explicitly in terms of Euler's T-function evaluated at the points 1 /a, 2/a,..., (a -1 )/a. For a = 2 mod 4 this is legitimate without any prior manipulation ; for a odd, it can be done after exp [max ÍRe í-ixPei0 + ^^-\\
